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Constraints on Vtq from radiative decays ef the H mesons
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The possibility of using a future measurement of the ratio B(B~ ~)/B(B ~ K*p) to improve
the constraints on the CKM parameter ~V~q

~

is investigated. Special attention is paid to the two main
sources of theoretical uncertainties: the SU(3) flavor symmetry-breaking effects and the contribution
from 6nal-state interactions.
PACS number(s): 13.25.Hw, 11.30.Er, 12.15.Ff, 13.40.Hq

I. INTRODUCTION

The present constraints on ~Vtg~ [1] are derived from
the experimental value of the Bd-Bd mixing parameter
zg = AM/I'. The mass difference b,M is assumed to
be that given by the standard model, and it is calcu-
lated &om the usual box diagrams. However, even if the
value of m& is known, this calculation is severely hin-
dered by the uncertainty in the decay constant fs [2].
Moreover, it is possible that new physics contributes sig-
nificantly to AM which would invalidate this method of
measuring ~Vtg~ [3]. One would then like to find an al-
ternative process. Within a scenario where new physics
does not acct significantly quark decays, ~Vtg] would
be measured, optimally, in t-quark decays; but this is
unrealistic. Instead, one can consider decays that are
dominated by virtual t quarks. It has been suggested [4,
5] to look at the rare decay K+ ~ 7r+vv: the branch-
ing ratio is predicted to be around 10 io [6], and the
present experimental upper bound is 5.2 x 10 s

[7] from
E787 at BNL. I wish to discuss another possibility that
has been suggested by Ali and Greub [8], namely the
radiative decay B ~ ~, whose branching ratio, in a
first approximation, is proportional to ~Vt~~ . The first
observations of a radiative B-meson decay, B ~ K*p,
were recently reported by the CLEO Collaboration, and
give B(B ~ K*p) = (4.5 6 1.5 + 0.9) x 10 s [9]. Up
to small corrections that are discussed in what follows,
one expects B(B -+ py)/B(B ~ K'p) ~Vtg/Vt, ~2.

Then, given the CLEO result and the present constraints
on the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) parameters,
the decay B + ~ has a branching ratio of the order
10, which is marginally within reach of the ongoing
experiments and might be measured with considerable
accuracy at a future B factory.

The major uncertainty in determining the branching
ratios of the exclusive B-meson radiative decays, in terms
of the CKM parameters, is in the evaluation of the
hadronic matrix elements of the quark-level operators in
the Hamiltonian. For example, the present estimates for
B(B m K*p)/B(b m sp) range between 5% [10—12],
&om constituent quark models for the meson states, to

30% [13, 14], from @CD sum rules. This diKculty is
overcome in part when considering the ratio [8]

B(Bw py)
B(Bw K*p) '

since the decays are related by the SU(3) flavor sym-
metry, the ratio of the hadronic matrix elements is ex-
actly one, in the symmetric limit. The deviation from
this limit can only be evaluated in the context of a spe-
cific model, and it is a source of theoretical uncertainty.
I will show that the Isgur-Scora-Grinstein-Wise (ISGW)
[15]and Hauer-Stech-Wirbel (BSW) [16]models give very
difFerent predictions. The latter model seems to be more
reliable for this type of decays (with a large recoil), and
its prediction for B(B -+ K*p) is in very good agreement
with the recent result &om CLEO.

Another delicate problem is the effect on 0 of the fi-
nal state interactions (FSI's) in B m py and B ~ K'p:
they can afFect the branching ratios significantly, and dif-
ferently for the two decays. The decay B ~ K'p is
dominated by the short-distance contribution from the
electromagnetic penguin diagram with a virtual t quark.
On the other hand, for B ~ pp this is strongly Cabibbo
suppressed, and so the decay amplitude may have signif-
icant contributions from both real and virtual interme-
diate hadronic states that scatter into ~ through FSI's.
Because such low energy efFects do not involve virtual t
quarks, they introduce corrections to the branching ratio
that are not proportional to ~Vt~]2. The real intermedi-
ate states give an absorptive part to the decay amplitude,
that generates a CP-violating asymmetry. In Ref. [17], it
was shown that this asymmetry can be quite sizeable for
the 6 ~ dp decays. Here, I also need to estimate the dis-
persive part of the FSI corrections, i.e., the contribution
of the virtual intermediate states. I use the result for the
absorptive part, and a convenient dispersion relation to
obtain their ratio.

The expression for the ratio 0, in terms of the CKM
parameters, is then determined. As an illustration, I
show the constraints that are imposed on the latter by a
particular value of O.

II. THE HADRONIC MATRIX ELEMENTS

In the spectator approximation, the Hamiltonian for
the AB = 1 radiative decays follows Rom the quark de-
cay process b ~ qp (q = s, d), which occurs through the
one-loop electromagnetic penguin diagram shown in Fig.
1. It is given by

0 =((ztF + x„I"')mbql. a""bRI'„„,
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u, c,t

FIG. 1. The electromagnetic penguin diagram that dom-
inates the decays B ~ Vp; the photon is to be attached to
every possible location.

~ = e*(V(pv, ev)Iqr, &&" k bRIB(pa)) (4)

where the CKM factors are x, = V,
* Vb and

GFe/(4v 27r ). The amplitude for the exclusive decay
B ~ Vp (V = K*,p) is then

GFe
A = (x,F + x„F')mbM,

2 27r2

where

is the hadronic matrix element to be dealt with.
The dominant contribution to the Hamiltonian in

Eq. (2) is from the t quark loop, and it gives the form
factor F = F2 —F2 F2 [18]. The @CD corrections are
known to be important [19], and they have been calcu-
lated in a leading-log approximation (LLA) to all orders

in o., [20]: for m&
——(100—180) GeV and A&CD ——(100—

300) MeV, the @CD-corrected form factor is F =-0.26-

0.35; it is the same for both the b ~ sp and the 6 m d~
decays [8]. The term proportional to x„ in the Hamilto-
nian is due to the contribution from the diagrams with
light quarks in the loop. It can be neglected for the
6 —+ Sp case, because of the double Cabibbo supression
in Ix„/x&I, but it can be significant for b m dp. This is
further discussed in Sec. III.

The hadronic matrix elements that are relevant for the
transitions of the type B m V are parametrized in the
following way:

(V Iqp„b[B) = 2'(k )ie»~aev PaPv,

(VIqp~psblB) = —2T2(k') (Ma —Mv)&v„—2Ts(k') (&v k) (Pa + Pv) „—2T4(k')(ev k) (Pa —Pv)„, (6)

(VIqI lop k baIB) = fy(k )1ep„~pev"PaPv + f2(k )[(Ma —Mv)ev„—(ev k)(Pa y Pv)p]
k2

+fs(k )(ev ' k)[(Pa —Pv)„— (Pa + Pv)„l,
M~ —M~

(7)

f2(0) = —
2 f1(0), (8)

and, in the approximation of a static 6 quark in the B
rest frame,

where k = Pa —Pv (for the radiative decays, k = 0,
which corresponds to the maximum recoil for the vector
meson V). The form factors Tr 4(k ) and fq s(k ) are
not independent; in particular, they satisfy the relations
[21, 22]

A. fq(0) in the ISRW' model

The meson wave functions in the ISGW model [15] are
approximate nonrelativistic solutions of the usual Cou-
lomb+linear potential that binds the constituent quarks.
Using the variational method with harmonic oscillator
wave functions gives

2

P(p) = (7rP )
~ exp

2/2

From angular momentum conservation, both the vec-
tor meson and the photon in B m Vp must have the
same helicity A = +1; the corresponding expressions for
M are

for the 1S states. For the B, K*, and p mesons, the
variational parameter P is Pa = 0.41 GeV, PK. = 0.34
GeV, and P~ = 0.31 GeV. The expression for the form
factor fq (0) in this model was derived in Ref. [12) and it
ls

+q ——
2 (Ma —Mv) [+fx(0) + 2f2(0)]

0 for A =+1,
—(Ma2 —Mv) fg(0) for A = —1 . (10)

f~(0) =— d'p 4 v(p+ " Pv) &a(p )
mq + msp

Eb+ mb Eq+ m~ ( p,1+—
2Eb 2E~ ( Eb + mb)

That the amplitude for the positive helicity final state
vanishes can be easily understood from the quark decay
process [given that the operator in the Hamiltonian of
Eq. (2) produces a left-handed quark q]. The value of
fq(0) is obtained from an overlap of the initial and final
meson wave functions. I proceed to estimate this form
factor, for the cases V = K* and V = p, using two
different constituent quark models for the mesons.

p. + IPv I

Eq+ mq

For the constituent quark masses mb ——5.0 GeV, m, =
0.55 GeV, and md ——m, ~ = 0.33 GeV, a numerical in-

tegration yields fq(0) = —0.18 and —0.037 for B + A *

and B ~ p, respectively. This gives
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B(B -+ K*p) (MB 1 f'MB —Ma. )
( )2

B(b-+ sp) ( mS ) k MB )
= 3.5%%uo. (i3)

Since B(B ~ e+v, hadrons) ll%%uo [23] and B(b
sp)/B(b ~ ce v, ) = (3.17 x 10 )E2 [20] (for m, /m~ =
0.3), it follows that

B(Bw K*p) = (0.82 —1.5) x 10 (14)

which is lower than the recent experimental observations.
As for the B + p transition, the model gives

B(B + py)
B(b w dp)

(15)

This is very diH'erent &om the B + K* case, and it
would indicate a very large breaking of the SU(3) flavor
symmetry; but I will argue that these values are not very
reliable.

The fact that a nonrelativistic wave function is used
makes this model most suitable for the region of low recoil
momenta, where the internal momentum of the recoiling
meson is nonrelativistic. For the extreme case of maxi-
mum recoil that occurs in here, the validity of the ISGW
description is questionable. Nevertheless, it has been
used in the literature [10—12] to predict the B -+ K'p
rate, and here I have extended those calculations to the
case of the B ~ ~ decay. The overlap of the two me-
son wave functions that gives fq(0) is now smaller: this is
mostly due to the difference in the mass of the constituent
quarks d and s. A lower mass of the nonspectator quark
q, that carries the recoil momentum, means that a larger
internal momentum lp l

= lPvlm, p/(mq+m, p) is needed
for the p than for the K*. That this is the dominant fea-
ture in the breaking of the SU(3) flavor symmetry can be
better seen from an analytical expression for fq(0). Us-
ing the approximation of a static b quark (Es ms) and
an ultrarelativistic q quark (Eq lPvl )) mq), Eq. (12)
gives

f(), -, P/3 m

MB 0 ~B + ~v ) ~B + ~v q +
lPvl+ ms

mb

PBPv
+pB+ pv lPvlm,

PB2 ) f mp 'i lPvl 1 lPvl2 ( mp+ exp ——
(~B + ~v ) & mq + m, p ) 2mb 2 pB + ~v 4 mq + mpp )

(16)

The ratio mq/m, p indeed dominates the difference be-
tween the exponential suppression of the overlap in the
K' and the p cases. The form of this mass dependence
stems from the wave function in Eq. (11), and the error
in the non-relativistic approximation is ampli6ed when
probing the tail of the exponential, as it happens here due
to the high recoil momentum. The amount of SU(3) fla-
vor symmetry breaking predicted by this model is there-
fore quite unreliable and I will not use it.

it gives results for the D-meson decays in good agreement
with the data. On the other hand, the peak of the x
distribution varies substantially according to the mass of
the constituents. The normalization factor N is such that

d'pTdxlg(pT, x)l' = i.

The expressions for the form factors Tq(0) and T2(0)
that appear in the case of the semileptonic decays were
derived in Ref. [16], and they are

B. fq(0) in the BSW' model

The BSW model [16] attempts to provide a relativistic
picture of the mesons as bound states of their constituent
quarks. The meson states are described in the in6nite
momentum frame by a wave function

M2 —M2 M2 —M2
Tg(0) = — 2T2(0) = I

mb —mq mb+ mq

with

I = d pTdz — v p»~ & p (20)

&(pT, x) = &Qx(I —*)expl—
I 2gd )

(m+ m, p)2
x exp- (x —x)2' (17)

According to Eq. (9) this gives

B

that is chosen as the solution of a relativistic harmonic
oscillator; pz is the transverse internal momentum and
x = p /lPl is the fraction of the longitudinal momentum
carried by the nonspectator quark. The central values
pT = 0 and x = x = m/(m + m, p) (m is the mass
of the nonspectator quark) correspond to zero internal
momentum of the meson. The transverse momentum
distribution is assumed to be approximately the same for
the diferent mesons; the value u 0.40 GeV is chosen, as

in the BSW model. The exponential suppression of fq (0)
appears from the separation in the peaks of the x distri-
butions in the overlap integral I. Because the b quark is
much heavier than the spectator, the value of x is near
one for the B meson; whereas for the p meson x = 1/2,
since both constituents have the same mass. For K*, be-
cause m, & m, p, X is slightly larger than 1/2, and this
implies a larger overlap with the B wave function than
for the p case. This is the kinematical efFect that was
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which are significantly larger than the predictions of the
ISGW model. In particular, the prediction for the B ~
K*p branching ratio is now

B(Bm K'p) = (3.1 —5.6) x 10 (23)

in good agreement with the CLEO result. This suggests
that the BSW model gives indeed a better description
of the radiative B decays. Here, I am interested in the
quantity T = [fq(0)]z/[fq(0)]a. that equals one in the
SU(3) flavor symmetric limit. In this model T 0.90.
The error due to the uncertainty in the constituent quark
masses is negligible, but to take into account the model
dependence of this estimate I will assume the symmetry
breaking to be somewhere between 5 and 15%.

III. THE CONTRIBUTION FROM
FINAL STATE INTERACTIONS

In order to estimate the effect of the final state inter-
actions in the decays B —+ Vp, I follow the perturbative
approach that was advocated in Refs. [24, 25] for the cal-
culation of the absorptive part of the decay amplitudes.
It relies on the quark-hadron duality to describe the mul-

already described in the previous section, but here one
hopes that the relativistic description will give a better
approximation for the constituent mass dependence in
the exponents.

For the same set of constituent quark masses that was
used before, a numerical integration gives fq(0) = —0.35
and —0.31 for B ~ K* and B ~ p, respectively. This
corresponds to

B(B~ K'p) B(B~ py)=13 o and =11 o,
B(b ~ sp) B(b -+ dp)

(22)

(24)

Since z„and z, are larger than one, the real interme-
diate states duu and dcc (I take mg ——0) give an ab-
sorptive contribution to AF2(z~) (the contribution from
the intermediate state dg occurs at the same order, but
it is the same for both F2" and F2 and so it cancels in
F'). On the other hand, Fz~(y~, 0) must be real, and so
Im{Fz} = Im(AFz}. In Ref. [17] the calculation of the
absorptive part was performed analytically in the limit
m~ ~0, and

lim Im(b, F,'(z()} = —-'n, .
ZI ~OO

(25)

The calculation for an arbitrary value of z~ is more com-
plicated, as one must keep track of the m~ dependence. I
find that

tiple intermediate hadronic states that scatter into the fi-
nal state, in terms of a few free quark states. The strong
scattering is treated perturbatively, and a crude estimate
of the FSI contribution (which is truly a long distance ef-
fect) is then obtained from the appropriate quark level
diagrams. For the case of the radiative decays, these are
the u- and c-quark loops in the electromagnetic penguin
diagram [17]. They give the term proportional to x„, in
the B + Vp amplitude of Eq. (3). Because of the unitar-
ity of the CKM matrix, F' = F2" —F2 vanishes if the u-
and c-quark mass difference can be neglected. Although
this is a good approximation for the lowest order result
from Fig. 1 [26], it is no longer valid for the order n, di-
agrams in Fig. 2. Namely, it was shown in Ref. [17] that
the imaginary part of F' that appears from the absorp-
tive part of those diagrams is quite significant. Here, I
give a more complete evaluation of F', including its real
part.

The form factors F2, for l = u, c, are functions of both
y~

=
m& /M~ and z~ = mz/(4m& ), and they can be de-

composed as [27]

F2(y~, z~) = F2(y(, 0) + AF2(z()

Im(AF (z()}= —n, —I,

2 = '27
1 / 13112

dx(1 —x) 1 —
~

1 ——
i

—n, — dx dy
/Z&

xz( ( 16 xz)) 9

dz +x y+ (1 *)/2 & IBII '
1 —* y+ (1 x)/2 (I1+

I
+ «+

2Az) 1 —z q A p „2Az~ 1 —z q A j (26)

with

1 1—(1 —x)
2 Xzf

—,'(1 —*)'+y(1+ *)
(1- )[y+-,'(1+*)] '

z(1 —x) [y + —(1 + x)] —
2 (1 —x) —y(1 + x),

Re{AF2 (z( )}= P—Im(AF2 (z) }
z(z —zi)

The integration is performed numerically to yield
Re(AF2} for any chosen value of z~. This completes the
derivation of AFz.

1
A —= d ' + —(1 —x)'(1 —z').

Z)
(27) U, C

The integrations are performed numerically, and give the
result shown in Fig. 3. Notice that the extreme right of
the curve tends to the limit given in Eq. (25).

Using the result for Im(AF2 (z~) },the real part can be
obtained from the dispersion relation [22]

FIG. 2. The one-gluon corrections to Fig. 1 that con-
tribute significantly to I"'; the photon is to be attached to
the locations marked with an arrow. The cut that gives the
absorptive part is also shown.
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and so the ratio in Eq. (1) is given by

4„
CI
F

I

2--

r —n, (0.37+ i0.53) (34)

A=X z, ~V,~ViS+rV„'qV„S~
ts

where T = 0.85 —0.95 is the model-dependent evaluation
of the SU(3) flavor symmetry breaking, and r = F'/F is
the rough estimate of the FSI effects based on a quark
level description. For mi 140 GeV [28] and A&~&&

175 MeV [23], F = 0.31 and so

|0&

Zf

|03 |05

FIG. 3. Im(b, F~) as a function of zi = mi, /4m&.

As for the remaining term in Eq. (24), F2i(yi, 0), be-
cause y~ && 1 it can be approximated by

F2(m o) = &+b»wi. (29)

lim Re(b, F2(z~)) = n, —lnz~,l 1
ZI ~OO 4m

(30)

and so b = n, /(47r). Finally, the form factor F' in the
Hamiltonian of Eq. (2) is given by

Im(F') = 1m(b, F2 ) —Im(EF2) —0.164 x n„

Re(F') = n, —ln~
"

~
+ Re(AF2") —Re(AF2)

(m'„l
4vr q m.' y

—0.114 x n„ (31)

where the numerical values correspond to mg ——5 GeV,
m, = 1.5 GeV, and m„= 330 MeV (the dependence on
the rather uncertain value of m„ is not very significant).
Experimental evidence for F' can be obtained in the fu-
ture, by measuring the CP-violating asymmetry in the
B m ~ decay, which is proportional to Im(F'j.

IV. RESULTS

The constants a and 6 do not depend on y~, and so only
b is relevant for the form factor F'. It can be determined
by requiring that Fz(yj, z&) be finite when mi ~ 0 [25];
then, the coefBcient 6 must be such that blny~ cancels
exactly the logarithmic behavior of Re{AF2(zi)) in the
limit m~ ~ 0. The origin of such behavior is easy to see
replacing the limit of Eq. (25) in the dispersion relation.
It gives

[I will take n, = n, (ma) = 0.24], with a large theoretical
uncertainty that is hard to estimate. Notice that for
the decay B ~ K"p, ~x„~ (( ~xq~ and the effect of r is
negligible. The factor z is due to the difference in phase
space in the two decays: z = (M& M)/—(M& —M&. )
1.0 and it can be ignored.

To improve the statistics, it is convenient to add the
branching ratios of the CP-conjugated processes, and
consider instead the ratio

B(Bw py) + B(B -+ pp)
B(Bw K*p) + B(B -+ K'p)

The term linear in Im(r) that appears in B(B ~ py),
and that gives the CP-violating asymmetry in Ref. [17],
cancels in the summation B(B ~ ~) + B(B ~ pp).
This diminishes the effect of r, since only the smaller real
part remains in the linear terms. Then, the constraint
equation for the CKM parameters that follows is (using
Wolfenstein's parametrization [29] for the CKM matrix)

0'
(1 p)'+ 9' =—~...~,

—2Re(r)[p(1 p) —~']-
-lrl'(p'+ ~') (36)

As an illustration, I plot this constraint in Fig. 4 for an
hypothetical value: 0' = 0.08. The full line corresponds
to the value of r in Eq. (34), and the central value for T.
The constraints for r = 0 are circles centered at the point

p = 1, g = 0, and they can be used as a lower bound for
the effect of the FSI. On the other hand, the future lim-
its on the CP-violating asymmetry will constrain Im(r);

I.O

0.0

The decay rate for B m Vp is

(32)

FIG. 4. Constraints on the CKM parameters for 0'
0.08: with T = 0.90 and Re(r) = —0.088 (full line), T = 0.85
and Re{r) = 0, T = 0.95 and Re(r) = —0.132 (dashed lines).
The dotted lines show the constraints from the ~V„i,

~

and ~s Jc
~

measurements. The dashed area is the allowed region.
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p + r/ = (0.4 + 0.2)

and, for mq ——140 GeV,

(37)

—= (0.8+o'4) + (2.1+i:s) x (I —p).
'9

(38)

The constraint from the measurement of xg is very
uncertain due to the poorly known value of f~, for.
mt ——140 GeV, fa QBBr/qcD = (150 6 50) MeV (r/qcD
is a @CD correction factor) and the CKM parameter
A = 0.85 + 0.15

(I —p) + r/ = 1.4+o 9. (39)

It is not shown in Fig. 4; alternatively, and despite the
theoretical uncertainties in the quantities r and T, the
ratio 0' may provide a much tighter constraint on (Vtd(

using the dispersion relation, an upper bound can then
be obtained for r with little theoretical uncertainty. The
two dashed lines in Fig. 4 correspond to neglecting the
effect of r {and using T = 0.85), and to setting r higher
than what was found here by 5070 (with T = 0.95).

Also shown in Fig. 4 are the constraints obtained from
the (V„t, (

and [s~( measurements [1]:

than that extracted from x~. Given the CLED result for

B(B -~ K*p), the predictions from the BSW inodel for
the rates of the exclusive decays [Eq. (22)], and the CKM
constraints in Eqs. {37)—(39):

B(B~ pp) (0.4 —7) x 10 (4o)

(for mt larger than 140 GeV, the lower bound is 0.2 x
10 ). A measurement of this branching ratio might then
be achieved with a reasonable precision at a future B
factory.

Note added in proof. It was pointed out that nonspec-
tator contributions are another source of uncertainty in
Eq. (1). Indeed, I estimate their efFect in B(B m eb) to
be of order 10'Fo (i.e. , of a similar size as the corrections
discussed in here). These contributions are absent, how-

ever, if one considers the ratio B(Bo -+ K'ob)/B(Bz~ m
K' h) instead.
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